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Emergency backpack Dönges SEG
Kat. br. 201425

The Dönges emergency backpack can be fitted with inner pockets of various sizes (four inner pockets are included).
The lid has space for documentation and small items. Even an ampoule kit for up to 12 ampoules is included.

A Velcro strip is attached to the outside of the front to attach a reflective sign. The backpack is made of extremely
robust and wipeable tarpaulin material. Ergonomically shaped and manufactured with great attention to detail, it is
the ideal companion for the fire brigade and medical services.

Features:

Particularly robust material, hard-wearing workmanship
Ergonomic design
Clearly visible thanks to reflective elements
Waterproof thanks to welded seams

Backpack options according to volume and dimensions:

Backpack capacity 29 l: 360 x 420 x 190 mm (W x H x D)
Backpack capacity 42 l: 400 x 530 x 200 mm (W x H x D)

The Dönges emergency backpack SEG is the perfect companion for the fire brigade and rescue service, because its
well thought-out construction and the robust material make it the ideal backpack for emergency use.

Various inner pockets in different sizes and colors can be attached to the emergency backpack. Four Inner pockets in
different colors are already included in the scope of delivery. The lid offers space for documentation and small items,
and an integrated ampoule holder for up to 12 ampoules ensures order and quick access to medicines.

The backpack is made of extremely robust and wipeable tarpaulin material that contents reliably protected from
moisture. Welded seams provide additional water protection. Thanks to its ergonomic design and careful processing,
the backpack offers a high level of carrying comfort. The reflective elements on the outside increase visibility in poor
light conditions and contribute to the safety of the emergency services. There is a Velcro strip on the front of the
backpack for attaching a reflective shield.
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